Cognitive Radio (CR) and Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) represent two complementary developments that will refashion the world of wireless communication. In order to investigate the roles of knowledge representation and reasoning technologies in this domain, we have developed an experimental cognitive radio simulation environment. That is, a conventional radio when operating in a particular communications mode always follows the same procedure and either succeeds or fails at a given task. A cognitive radio, by contrast, can use knowledge of radio technology and policy, representations of goals, and other contextual parameters to reason about a failed attempt to satisfy a goal and attempt alternate courses of action depending upon the circumstances.
Introduction
Most of today's radio systems are not aware of their radio spectrum environment and operate in a specific frequency band using a specific spectrum access system [1] . Investigations of spectrum utilization indicate that not all the spectrum is used in space (geographic location) or time. A radio, therefore, that can sense and understand its local radio spectrum environment, to identify temporarily vacant spectrum and use it, has the potential to provide higher bandwidth services; increasing spectrum efficiency lead to minimizing the need for centralized spectrum management. This could be achieved by a radio that can make autonomous (and rapid) decisions about how it accesses spectrum. Cognitive radios have the potential to do this. Cognitive radios have the potential to jump in and out of un-used spectrum gaps to increase spectrum efficiency and provide wideband services. In some locations and/or at some times of the day, 70 percent of the allocated spectrum may be sitting idle [2] . The FCC has recently recommended that significantly greater spectral efficiency could be realized by deploying wireless devices that can coexist with the licensed users [3] . Figure 1 shows the unusing of cognitive radio for the spectral holes [4] .
In this paper we simulated the basics of cognitive radio enabling dynamic spectrum access at run time. The spectrum is utilized efficiently by cognitive users and take the priority to the primary user if they return to use the spectrum also take the effect of noise and attenuation on the spectrum. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 a complete description for PSD is given. Section 3 explains Spectrum Concentration. Section 4 illustrates the system performance with the block diagram. The simulation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the achievements from this study.
Power Spectral Density Detection
The power spectral density (PSD) is intended for continuous spectra [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . An important attribute of random noise is its power spectral density (PSD). The estimation of the power spectral density (PSD) by the function called periodogram function.
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The periodogram for a sequence 1
is given by:
The periodogram is 2 2π
where ω is in radians/sample. Frequency in Hz and the Fs are the sampling frequency. Periodogram is the PSD estimate of the signal defined by sequence Figure 2 shows relatively low utilization of the licensed spectrum which is largely due to inefficient fixed frequency allocations rather than any physical shortage of spectrum. This observation has forced the regulatory bodies to search a method where secondary (unlicensed) systems are allowed to opportunistically utilize the unused primary (licensed) bands commonly referred to as white spaces.
Spectrum Concentration
It is clear from the plan that spectrum is not used fully. This is turn incentive thinking for utilizing the cognitive radio technology to make best from the available [10, 11] . The current fixed frequency band allocation scheme cannot accommodate these requirements of increasing number of high data rate devices. The spectrum utilization in the frequency bands between 30 MHz to 3 GHz averaged over six locations was studied by the Shared Spectrum Company [10, 12] . The report shows that the maximum utilization is approximately 25% in TV channel and the average usage is only about 5.2%. This finding suggests that spectrum scarcity as perceived today is mostly due to the inefficient fixed frequency allocation rather than physical shortage of radio spectrum. Once user 1's data arrive, it is modulated at the first carrier Fc1, similarly as the 2nd user's data arrives, it is modulated at the 2nd carrier Fc2, and so on until fifth user is assigned the Fc5 band. If any user's data is not present his frequency band remains empty which is called a Spectral Hole [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . When any user's data arrives it is modulated at its carrier frequency, if any user's data is not present then his frequency band remains empty. Then all the modulated signals are added to create a carrier signal. The Power Spectral Density is estimated by using periodogram method. All the PU is assigned with spectrum according to their data requirements. When a new User (SU) arrives he is assigned the first spectral hole. If all the slots are reserved ask user to empty a particular slot. The slot that is to be fired is asked and made empty accordingly to user. Whether to IJCNS add or not the Noise and in how much amount is asked to user. The output is plotted. The attenuation and % age of attenuation is asked to be added and plotted accordingly [4, 10, 12, 18] .
System Model

Results
We design our system to have 5 different frequency channels and each user is assigned a particular frequency band. Once the program is run it l asks to add a user and assign it a particular band in the ascending order.
In Figure 4 the users 2, 3 and 5 are not entered, thus their respective bands are still un-allocated. The power spectral density behavior of the carrier signal is shown in Figure 5 . Now, with another user is adding as shown in Figure 6 , the system will search the first available gap in the spectrum and automatically assign it to the new user. As the first available gap was after User 1 as User 2 was not sending any data so the band reserved for User 2 at start is now assigned to this new User.
From Figure 7 it can be seen that the first spectral gap has been filled by assigning it the new incoming user's data. The first spectral gap belonged was that of User 2. With adding another user the list look is as shown in Figure 8 .
As user 3's data was not present the spectral gap of User 3 has been filled by the next incoming user as shown in Figure 9 .
Now we have just one empty slot left which will get filled by addition of another Primary User as depicted in Figure 10 . Figure 11 shows the power spectral density of the signal and all of the frequency bands are efficiently in use after the addition of the last incoming user.
Once all the slots are being assigned our system will entertain no other Users will be able to free up the slots one by one as shown in Figure 12 .
If it is required to empty a slot it will remove the data in the first slot and make it ready for the next assignment.
Similarly, noise and attenuation parameter can be added to analyze the channel characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 13 .
Therefore, noise is added to the signal. The resulting noisy carrier's power spectral graph is given depicted in Figure 14 .
Then, attenuating the carrier the system will ask for the percentage of attenuation required, as shown in Figure 15 . Here it is seen that the effect of adding attenuation to the signal in Figure 16 . As the level of the signal depends upon the % age of attenuation is added.
Conclusion
This paper takes the problem of in-efficient spectrum utilization i.e. shown by FCC that the spectrum is not scarce but it is not used efficiently with maximizing the utilizations. A PSD is introduced to test the portion of the spectrum which is not used by PU at a time to be allocated for SUs. The priority to PUs and accordingly the left sots are allocated to SUs is presented. Then, addi- tional noise and attenuation are considered to evaluate their effects on the availability of the signal. The obtained results show that such simulation is capable to illustrate a wide range of results and different case of parameters.
